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Abstract. E. coli genes that contain a high frequency
of the tetranucleotide CTAG are also rich in the tetramers CTTG, CCTA, CCAA, TTGG, TAGG, and CAAG
(group-I tetramers). Conversely, E. coli genes lacking
CTAG are rich in the tetranucleotides CCTG, CCAG,
CTGG, and CAGG (group-II tetramers). These two gene
samples differ also in codon usage, amino acid composition, frequency of Dcm sites, and contrast vocabularies.
Group-I tetramers have in common that they are depleted
by very-short-patch repair (VSP), while group-II tetramers are favored by VSP activity. The VSP system repairs G:T mismatches to G+C thereby increasing the
overall G+C content of the genome; for this reason the
CTAG-rich sample has a lower G+C content than the
CTAG-poor sample. This compositional heterogeneity
can be tentatively explained by a low level of VSP activity on the CTAG-rich sample. A negative correlation
is found between the frequency of group-I tetramers and
the level of gene expression, as measured by the Codon
Adaptation Index (CAI). A possible link between the rate
of VSP activity and the level of gene expression is considered.
Key words: E. coli genome --VSP repair --CTAG
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Introduction
Classic studies by DNA centrifugation showed that bacterial genomes differ broadly in base composition,
namely, in G+C content, and for some time it was accepted that bacterial DNA pieces isolated from a given
species had the same base ratio or showed narrow variation (Sueoka 1959; Rolfe and Meselson 1959). However, when a considerable number of sequence data have
been available, intragenomic heterogeneity in G+C content has been found in prokaryotes (Nomura et al. 1987;
Mtdigue et al. 1991b; D'Onofrio and Bernardi 1992;
Sueoka 1992).
While there is a widely accepted explanation for bacterial intergenomic diversity in G+C content based on
directional mutation pressure (Sueoka 1962; Jukes and
Bhushan 1986; Muto and Osawa 1987), the mechanisms
responsible for intragenomic variation have received less
attention. Intragenomic G+C heterogeneity among bacterial genes has been mostly attributed to silent-site G+C
content variation, a feature that can be largely explained
by the uneven usage of synonymous codons, which is in
turn related to the level of gene expression (Gouy and
Gautier 1982; Sharp 1990; Sharp and Lloyd 1993). However, the possibility that directional mutation pressure
affecting G+C content may have distinct effects on different regions of a single bacterial genome has not been
ruled out (Nomura et al. 1987; Sueoka 1992). The possibility that intragenomic heterogeneity might reflect
horizontal gene transfer has been also considered
Médigue et al 1991a,b).
This paper describes unequivocal examples of compositional variation within the E. coli genome. In our
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Fig. 1. Tetranucleotides involved in the mutational effect of VSP. CTAG is included twice because the VSP repair system has two ways of
repairing it. Mismatches are in bold.

model, the differences in base composition found among
different DNA segments are tentatively explained by the
differential activity of the base mismatch correction process called very-short-patch (VSP) repair (Lieb 1991).
This methyl-independent process corrects T:G mismatches to C:G when found in the strings NTWGG/
N’GW’CC and CTWGN/GGW’CN’; since it changes a
T:G mismatch to a C:G even when T was the original
correct base, it can produce T-to-C substitutions at some
sites. Thus the VSP repair system, once viewed as a
mechanism for mutation avoidance, may also play a role
as a source of spontaneous mutation (Bhagwat and McClelland 1992; Merkl et al. 1992). The mutagenesis process, with regard to tetranucleotide strings, is summarized in Fig. 1.
The VSP repair process results in the underrepresentation of CTAG, CTTG, CCTA, CCAA, TTGG, TAGG,
and CAAG (henceforth referred to as group-I tetramers)
and the overrepresentation of CCTG, CCAG, CTGG,
and CAGG (henceforth, group-II tetramers). Acting over
an evolutionary time scale, VSP repair could be considered a main force shaping the nucleotide composition of
E. coli genome: It actually provides an insightful explanation for its oligonucleotide composition, particularly
for the extreme scarcity of the tetranucleotide CTAG
(Bhagwat and McClelland 1992; Merkl et al. 1992;
Burge et al. 1992).
Our search for compositional heterogeneity within the
E. coli genome was based on the rationale that differential activity of VSP repair can be inferred from the frequencies of the oligonucleotides that are potential VSP
targets. Because of its palindromic symmetry, CTAG is
unique in that it can be doubly processed by VSP leading
to CCAG and CTGG. Therefore, the frequency of CTAG
tetramers within a segment of DNA can reflect the degree of activity of VSP repair on that DNA segment.
Since VSP activity depletes the genome of CTAG, the
regions where the observed frequency of CTAG is high
must have been less affected by VSP repair than the
regions where CTAG is rare or absent.
On these grounds, we have analyzed two samples of
the E. coli genome selected according to their CTAG
content: One sample contains DNA segments which are

rich in CTAG; the other contains DNA segments lacking
CTAG. We have found that these two samples differ in
G+C content, codon usage, and frequencies of di- to
pentanucleotides, thus providing a clear-cut example of
intragenomic compositional heterogeneity. Finally, we
speculate on the possible biological significance of VSP
differential activity, since a tentative correlation can be
established between the level of gene expression and the
activity of VSP repair.

Data and Methods
DNA sequences were retrieved from GenBank Release 73.0 and analyzed with the UWGCG Sequence Analysis Software Package 7.1
(Devereux et al. 1984).
Two samples of entries longer than 1,000 bp and containing no
plasmid sequences have been analyzed. One of the samples is CTAGrich while the other is CTAG-poor.
The CTAG-rich sample contains 35 entries which do not share
homologies and contain the CTAG tetranucleotide at frequencies
higher than 0.07%; the average, overall frequency of this tetranucleotide in the E. coli genome is 0.02% (Bhagwat and McClelland 1992).
The entry names of these sequences, together with their accession
numbers and a short description of each sequence, are given in Table 1.
The CTAG-poor sample contains 82 entries randomly selected
from a list of entries lacking CTAG. All the entries contain the query
“complete cds” in the definition row.
FORTRAN programs were developed and executed on a VAX
system. Measures of the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) were performed according to Sharp and Li (1987); comparison of “contrast
vocabularies” was as defined by Pietrokovski et al. (1990). We used
the FORTRAN program of Lebart and Fenelon (1975) to carry out a
factorial correspondence analysis on the frequencies of tetramers of
groups I and II, excluding CTAG in the samples analyzed; CTAG was
excluded because it had been used to stratify the samples. Statistical
tests were carried out by using the program P3D of the BMDP Statistical Software Package (Dixon and Brown 1979).

Results
Tetrunucleotide Frequencies
As a test for differential activity of VSP repair, we compared the frequencies of group-I (except CTAG) and
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Table 1.

Entries from Genbank contained in the CTAG-rich sample”

Entry
name

Accession
number

ecol72ldna
eco21 sul I
eco57lmr
eco67rtdm
ecoappyaa
ecobglts
ecocfaia
ecoclaa
ecocs3p
ecodsdaa
ecoendx
ecoepecae

X61367
x1.5371
M74821
M55249
M24530
DO0626
M55661
M64113
Xl6944
Ml9035
M26404
M58154
M3405 1
X03923
x05797
VO0287
X62680
M84115
Ml9634
M80599
M86935
JO5023
M84026
M76370
X06903
VO03 16
501662
X06652
212832
M58699
M95398
M33577
JO1695
X5 1546
X60200
Ml7618
Xl7693
YOO502
M38366

ecofimbe
ecofanab
ecohsdd
ecois2is30
ecokanra
ecolit
ecolposacr
econeua
econeuc
econeukps
ecoompt 1

ecophof
ecoproret
ecopss
ecorfa
ecorfada
ecorgnb
ecosat2
ecotn 1000
ecotn4522
ecotn7tns
ecotnpa
ecotrpz

Basic description
Gram-negative bacteria Transposon Tnl721; tetA, t&R, tnpA, tnpR genes
Transposon Tn21 sull gene, 3’ conserved region of integron
Restriction endonuclease (rco57IR) and methyltransferase (eco57IM) genes
Retron Ec67 DNA encoding reverse transcriptase and Dam methylase functions
Transcriptional regulatory protein gene (appY)
B glutamate carrier (gltS) gene
CFA/I fimbrial operon (&A, $23, cfaC, @aE, cfaD) genes
Retronphage (phi)R73, partial sequence
Genes involved in synthesis of CS3 pili
D-serine deaminase activator (dsdC) gene
EcoRIl endonuclease gene
Attaching and effacing (we) gene
Genes fimB, fimE, and N-terminus of fimA (type 1 fimbriae)
Genes .fanA and fans involved in biogenesis of K99 fimbriae
Specificity gene of EcoD restriction enzyme (hs&)
Insertion sequences of IS2 and IS30
Kanamycin resistance protein (neo) gene, putative
lit gene encoding a bacteriophage T4 late gene expression blocking protein (gplit)
Lipopolysaccharide core biosynthesis protein operon (r&Q, rjiiP, rf&, r&S, rf& r&I, and rfaJ) genes
CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid synthetase (neuA) gene
Protein p7 (neuC) gene
neuE gene, 3’ end; glycosyl transferase (neuS) gene and kps gene, 3’ end
ompT gene for outer membrane protein

gene phoE encoding the phosphate-limitation-inducible outer membrane pore protein
proA and ret genes encoding gamma-glutamylphosphate reductase and reverse transcriptase
Phosphatidylserine synthase (pss) gene
Lipopolysaccharide core synthesis (CfaY, cfaZ, rfaL, and $rK) genes
rfaD gene
rRNA operon (rmB) coding for tRNA”‘“-2, 5S, 16S, and 23s rRNA
SAT-2 gene for streptothricin-acetyltransferase
Transposon TnlOOO (~8) tnpR and tnpA genes for resolvase and transposase
Tn4521 right junction
Transposon Tn7 transposition genes tmA, B, C, D, and E
Tn2501 tnpA gene for transposase
Intercistronic DNA in the 5’ boundary of the tryptophan (trp) operon

“The 585 bases at the 3’ end from Ecomptl and the 150 at the 5’ end from Econeuc were deleted since they overlapped with Ecoappyaa and Econeua,
respectively.

group-II tetramers in our two samples (CTAG-rich and
CTAG-poor). On long-term evolution, it can be expected
that the mutagenesis process driven by VSP will deplete
the E. coli genome of group-I tetramers, while group-II
tetramers are predicted to accumulate; these expectations
are fulfilled by the observation that group-I tetramers are
present at less-than-expected frequencies in the overall
genome, while the opposite occurs to group-II tetramers
(Phillips et al. 1987a,b; Bhagwat and McClelland 1992;
Merkl et al. 1992).
As shown in Table 2, the observed averages of
group-I tetramers are consistently lower in the CTAGpoor than in the CTAG-rich sample, while the opposite
occurs with group-II tetramers. Figure 2 shows the results of the factorial correspondence analysis applied on
a data matrix containing the tetranucleotide frequencies,

excluding CTAG. The main observation is that entries
belonging to the CTAG-poor sample are clustered in the
lower half of the plot while entries corresponding to the
CTAG-rich sample are scattered in the upper half.

Frequency of

Dcm Sites

If the CTAG-rich sample undergoes low VSP activity,
the frequency of Dcm sites (CCWGG) should be lower
in the CTAG-rich sample than in the CTAG-poor sample. In the absence of VSP activity, mutations affecting
the second C at Dcm sites (e.g., T:G mismatches) will
not be corrected, thus decreasing the frequency of such
sites. This prediction was fully confirmed: The frequency
of Dcm sites turned out to be 0.149% in the CTAG-rich
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